A 2016 cross-shaped china cabinet by Jeff Johnson of Poughkeepsie joins Boscobel House’s circa 1810
dumbwaiter storage cabinet. Boscobel House & Gardens

One of the best exhibitions in the Hudson Valley this summer explores a trend that art
museums have embraced with mixed success in recent years: trying to achieve an aesthetic
interplay by exhibiting contemporary art alongside the work of old masters.
“Hudson Hewn: New York Furniture Now,” on view through Aug. 14 at Boscobel House and
Gardens in Garrison, is a quietly powerful show that juxtaposes contemporary studio furniture
produced in the region with the incomparable antique furnishings that distinguish Boscobel,
the house museum across the Hudson River from West Point.
Boscobel offers many rich narrative veins, including the property’s status as home to the
Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival, which continues through Sept. 5 with productions of
“Macbeth,” “As You Like It” and other plays.
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Among the many house museums in the Hudson Valley, Boscobel — restored in the Federal
style of the late 18th and early 19th centuries — is the only one built by a British Loyalist, States
Morris Dyckman. But it no longer stands where it was built, on a 250-acre riverfront property
in Montrose, 15 miles south of the current location, from 1804 to 1808.
In the mid-1900s the property became the site of what is now the Department of Veterans’
Affairs’ Hudson Valley Health Care System. Boscobel was dismantled, stored, moved, restored
and rebuilt in Garrison, thanks to its major benefactor, Lila Acheson Wallace, co-founder of
The Reader’s Digest. It opened to the public in 1961 with a focus on the decorative arts, a
mission that was modified in the 1970s to emphasize neoclassical furniture.

A circa 1800 candlestand reimagined by Michael Leggett is joined by a prototype for a side chair by Atlas
Industries that has a walnut seat cantilevered over an X-shaped steel base. Boscobel House & Gardens

“We have the very best New York furniture made between 1800 and 1820,” Jennifer Carlquist,
the Boscobel curator, said of its Federal collection, which includes pieces by Duncan Phyfe and
two other premier furniture makers of the early 19th century, Michael Allison and CharlesHonoré Lannuier.
“The ‘Hudson Hewn’ exhibit is also a chance to see what’s happening in New York 200 years
later. Contemporary furniture flaunts its through-tenons the way Phyfe-style furniture flaunts
its carved decoration,” said Ms. Carlquist, who has fashioned an unusual display for a space
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usually used to present exhibitions of work by Hudson River School artists.
The genius of “Hudson Hewn” is in Ms. Carlquist’s decision not only to pair antique with
contemporary furniture in Boscobel’s lower-level exhibition gallery, but also to create a pastand-present conversation in each of the period interiors by adding a contemporary piece to the
setting.
In this way. the exhibition highlights the continuity of an advanced design vocabulary and
gestural sophistication in New York furniture-making, positioning what Ms. Carlquist calls
today’s renaissance of Hudson Valley craftsmanship as a parallel to the golden era of the early
1800s.
A signature visual duet, given pride of place on the cover of the exhibition catalog, takes place
between Boscobel’s regal Grecian Easy Chair attributed to Duncan Phyfe and the Wickson
Chair made by Michael Robbins of Philmont in 2015.
One is ornate, the other spare, but both exude the same sense of cosmopolitan power within
the context of economical design. Hallmarks of Phyfe’s bergère-type easy chair — one of only
two known to exist — include saber-shaped front legs, featuring waterleaf carving, that extend
to animal paw feet thought to have been carved from solid wood.

The Hudson River view from Boscobel House and Gardens in Garrison. Boscobel House & Gardens
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“Michael Robbins’s Wickson Chair manages to express the same dynamism and power with the
bare minimum of solid form,” Ms. Carlquist writes in the catalog. “The barrel-back consists of
American-tanned bridle leather pegged into posts that extend down to the floor.”
A flamboyant exchange takes place between Boscobel’s circa-1810 dumbwaiter storage cabinet
and the cross-shaped, wall-mounted china cabinet made in 2016 by Jeff Johnson of
Poughkeepsie. Its front rotates like an airplane propeller, providing awkward access to what’s
stored within.
“It’s the story of the update of what impractical luxurious storage looks like,” Ms. Carlquist
said. “The spectacle is part of the charm.”
Though compelling, the display in the exhibition hall is just a delicious appetizer to a main
course consisting of the pairings in each of Boscobel’s period rooms. So virtuosic is the
curator’s touch, it can take a few minutes to spot the contemporary piece salted within the
display — but once each pairing is isolated, the carefully arranged marriage of aesthetic
correspondences is goose-bumps-worthy.
“The elegant rooms for which Boscobel is so famous present a legacy of art and craft that
continues to the present,” Steven Miller, Boscobel’s executive director, said in a release
announcing the exhibition. “We are honored to place that heritage in a new context in this
unprecedented exhibition.”
The legacy of Boscobel is as prismatic as the expansive property’s charms, which include a rose
garden, an herb garden, an orangery, a woodland trail and the Belvedere Overlook, with
stunning views of Constitution Marsh and the Hudson River beyond. There is a nascent
sculpture garden, where four busts of Hudson River School artists by the sculptor Grey Wyatt
will expand to 10 pieces by the fall of 2017.
States Dyckman, who served in the British Army and subsequently worked to collect money he
was owed in England, died while Boscobel was barely a work in progress. His wife, Elizabeth
Corne Dyckman, soldiered on and, when the house was completed, decorated it with elegant
furnishings, some shipped from England and many bought in New York City.
After the reign of Dyckman family members at Boscobel ended in the 1880s, the property had a
series of owners over the next 40 years, a website history explains. Westchester County bought
the Montrose property in 1924 for use as a park; the Veterans Administration arrived in 1945;
and by 1955 Boscobel was set to be demolished.
A preservation movement was begun, and Boscobel was dismantled and stored until the site in
Garrison was secured in 1956 and the restoration project started. Following the initial focus on
decorative arts, Berry B Tracy, then curator of the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, came on board to reinterpret the house around the top-tier, historically accurate
furniture being acquired.
Greatly aiding in the reinterpretation of Boscobel was the discovery in 1975 of an 1806
inventory of the Dyckmans’ possessions. An 1824 inventory of the house, documenting its
contents shortly after the death of Elizabeth Corne Dyckman, was found in 1989, leading to
further refinement of the period room presentations.
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Boscobel House in Garrison. Boscobel House & Gardens

Visitors can first get a sense of Boscobel’s history in an exhibition in the Carriage House
Reception Center before embarking on a docent-led tour of the house.
The artists and furniture designers featured in “Hudson Hewn” also include Atlas Industries
(Newburgh); Dzierlenga Furniture (Salt Point); Fern Handcrafted Furniture (Hudson); Josh
Finn (High Falls); Rob Hare (Ulster Park); Asher Israelow (Brooklyn and Hudson); Nokolai
Jacobs (Rosendale); Christopher Kurtz (Kingston); Mike Legget (Woodstock); Moran
Woodworked Furniture (Gallatin); David R. Morton/Big Tree Woodworks (Kingston); Samuel
Moyer Furniture (Staatsburg); Munder-Skiles (Garrison); Pacama Handmade (Woodstock);
and Michael Puryear (Shokan).
Boscobel House and Gardens is at 1601 Route 9D (Bear Mountain Highway) in Garrison. The website is
Boscobel.org. Information: 845-265-3638; info@boscobel.org.
A version of this article appears in print on July 17, 2016, on page WE8 of the New York edition with the headline:
Conversations of Past and Present.
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